OEM Print Solutions
Integration Print Solutions
Turnkey Reseller Solutions

WORLD CLASS PRINT SOLUTIONS

WHERE EXPERIENCE AND INNOVATION IS BORN
From Mailing to Packaging,

Operational Excellence

Designed and Built in the USA

For decades, inc.jet has been designing,
testing, and manufacturing the highest
performance industrial printing solutions for
the mail, graphics and packaging industries excelling under the most demanding
production conditions. Using HP’s Thermal
InkJet technologies (TIJ), inc.jet’ s
commitment to constantly developing the
capabilities and efficiencies of its solutions
have kept us in front in our industry - and
helped clients keep out in front of theirs.

Our operations perform at the same high
level as our products. With sales and support
facilities on three continents, - North
America, Europe and Asia - you are assured
of support that is second to none. We are
totally committed to supporting our
customers with solutions that consistently
deliver time after time and actively help
them achieve their printing goals..

Founded in 1998 and headquartered in
Norwich, CT, inc.jet supplies rugged and
effective variable data printing equipment
and solutions to OEMs and integrators in the
commercial packaging, graphics and mailing
markets throughout the world. Incorporating
TIJ 2.5 technology from Hewlett-Packard,
inc.jet products include easy-to-integrate
hardware, software and ink supplies that
make the printing of variable data effortless
in most situations.

PACKAGE CODING SIMPLIFIED
With their industrial-strength build and highperformance
components,
inc.jet's
packaging printers fit into virtually any
manufacturing/packaging environment. And
with an extensive range of inks available,
there is practically no material that cannot
be printed on clearly, quickly and efficiently.

products are a smarter alternative .
Whether you’re printing small or large
characters, fixed images, lot and date codes,
or even variable data, inc.jet's packaging
printers can do it all. With rugged, flexible
hardware, software that puts you in control
of how you integrate inc.jet into your
projects and the widest range of inks for
printing on almost anything — from paper
to foils, in black or in color — inc.jet's
packaging printers provide the ultimate
industrial print system.

It is simple to integrate inc.jet's packaging
printers into existing packaging lines and
equipment.
With
industry
standard
mounting configurations and a design that
takes up less room, inc.jet's packaging

MAIL AND GRAPHICS PRINT SOLUTIONS
applicability with almost any situation and
on any surface. With the ability to control
variable data print jobs from set up
through output, the jet.engine delivers
solutions without the hassle and expense
of purchasing complicated variable data
printing equipment.

The jet.engine is a highly recognizable
variable data print head that is flexible,
controllable and extremely practical. Its
“no-mess” high-quality output and easily
integrated
technology
ensures its

The jet.engine provides a variety of
options and applications that fit your
company’s specific needs, while giving you
the opportunity to expand and further
develop your printing capabilities. With
adaptable hardware that allows you to
exceed your previous printing capacity,
inks that will print on virtually any
substrate and software that puts full
control at your fingertips, the jet.engine is
an all-inclusive variable data printing
equipment solution.

OEM Solutions
Where an OEM wishes to design and create their own TIJ printers
based on inc.jet hardware and firmware, inc.jet offers a complete
range of boards to facilitate this.
The two essential elements required are the main print controller
PCB, available in a one pen or 4 pens variant and the pen driver
board, which connects to the pens on the ink cartridge. The OEM can
supply the rest.
inc.jet provides all of the documentation, software (if required) and
technical support needed from our team of applications engineers

Integrator Solutions
inc.jet’s integrator solution, take the next step up in creating a set of
products that can be integrated easily into the widest variety of
equipment. They are ideal for project based applications where print
capability needs to be included.
Enclosed print controllers and a variety of differing pen styles means
that Integrators can find the products that suit their specific installation. From enclosed Print Controllers with ruggedized connectors to
ancillary electronics such as cabling, encoders and sensors .

Turnkey Reseller Solutions
If you require a complete print system that requires little integration
and engineering, then the Reseller focused packaging print solutions
are ideal.
Constructed of industrial grade stainless steel with rugged design and
solid connections to external elements they make a efficient and cost
effective commercial off the shelf solution.
Easy to use, yet incredibly powerful software completes the total
package.

LIFETIME WARRANTY = TOTAL CONFIDENCE
Lifetime Warranty for your peace of mind
A guarantee of reliability is what your business needs today.
And a company to stand behind its words.
inc.jet does just this by offering a genuine Lifetime Warranty
on its hardware*. If there is ever a problem, we will replace it
free of charges for the Lifetime of that product whether one
year or ten years from now.

Making Print Even Better
Managed Print improves the ease of use and quality of
printing for inc.jet’s printing systems. It recognizes the exact
ink and cartridge type of any jet.fuel cartridge that has been
placed into the system and configures the system to maximize
performance and print quality. With Managed Print you can
be assured that what you need to print is exactly what you get
– first time, every time.








Improved ease of use – No need to program ink drive
parameters
Enhanced Performance
Ink tracking and cartridge type awareness
Complete nozzle checking
Ability to fine tune drive parameters for specialized applications
Print resolution up to 600 dpi
Expanded maintenance and recovery features to keep
cartridges working in the most difficult applications

* see Managed Print flyer and Lifetime Warranty documents for more details.
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